pigPRO™

Pig Passage Indicators
pigPRO™ Series
The Intrusive Pig Signaler
The Apache pigPRO™ are manufactured in our Edmonton, Alberta, Canada facility. From Canadian workmanship to the
patented fluid seal design, our pigPRO™ are depended upon by pipeline operators the world over.

When you see the pigPRO™ name,
we guarantee it will indicate more than just quality.
Detecting cleaning pigs, accurately and reliably.
At Apache, we want to make certain that when a customer is pigging a pipeline, they will always know when the pig has
passed a critical point in the pipeline.
To achieve that, we designed the pigPRO™ Series, a patented line of intrusive pig passage indicators that reliably detect
the precise location of a cleaning pig as it travels within the pipeline network.
How does it work?
The pigPRO™ indicator is permanently installed on pig launchers and receivers, or very close to a pump station. By
doing so, operators are notified the instant that the pig has left the launcher or arrived in the receiver.
The system is fitted with a plunger that is then inserted into the pipe, physically penetrating the pipe bore. When a
pipeline cleaning pig passes, it actuates the plunger, which activates either a visual or electrical indicator, or both. The
instant that the indicator is displayed, the pipeline cleaner’s precise location is revealed.
The Apache pigPRO™ are an INTRUSIVE model as the plunger penetrates the pipe bore. The protruding PLUNGER is
actuated by the passage of a pipeline cleaner thereby activating an indicator.
•
•
•
•

Bi-directional activation is a standard feature of all our indicator types
All indicators are manufactured for a specific operating pressure and wall thickness
Can be flange mounted or mounted using a 2” NPT thread-o-let
All pigPRO™ can be modified to mount into most competitor’s T.O.L.

Components:
Apache’s unique patented FLUID SEAL DESIGN does not allow paraffin or other debris to obstruct the operational
mechanisms thus ensuring positive indication of the pig’s passage. There are no gears in the trigger mechanism and all
materials conform to NACE standard MR0175 / ISO 15156.
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Pig Passage Indicators
pigPRO™ Series
The Intrusive Pig Signaler
Easily installed without disrupting production
Every model in the pigPRO™ series is easily installed, even while the pipeline is on-stream. So preparing for
critical pipeline cleaning doesn’t disrupt critical production.
Reduces operational risk
The pigPRO™ features fewer moving parts for ease of installation. The hemispherical design of the pigPRO™ helps
eliminate these issues, saving you time and money. To ensure that the indicator is properly adjusted for the individual
pipeline, hemispherical plunger sensitivity adjustment and penetration adjustment are standard features.
Bi-directional activation
Every pigPRO™ indicator is bi-directional, so it is triggered by a pig traveling in either direction. Although a pig is rarely
required to travel in the opposite direction of the flow in a pipeline while it is on-stream, this capability can be useful
when servicing offline pipelines.
Debris or no debris, pigPRO™ performs
Most pig indicators simply cannot operate accurately to indicate pig pasage when wax or debris are present in a
pipeline. That’s not the case with the pigPRO™, which operates reliably regardless of wax or debris. It’s specially
designed to prevent debris from obstructing its operational mechanisms, so a passing pig is always indicated.
Universal, adaptable
Our ability to retrofit to most mounts makes the Apache pigPRO™ completely versatile.
Primary system components
Every Apache pigPRO™ pig passage indicator includes a thread-mounting nipple, standard lower housing with
fluorocarbon O-rings, and a hemispherical plunger with a flag assembly.

Designed for easy adjustment onsite, even while on-stream.
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Material List
RESET BUTTON
Plastic

LIMIT SWITCH

FLAG

Powder Coated
Die Cast Zinc

Powder Coated
6061-T6 Aluminum

UPPER HOUSING
ASSEMBLY

NAME PLATE
304 SS

Powder Coated
6061-T6 Aluminum

NPT ADAPTER
MOUNT

FASTENERS

Fluoropolymer
Coated 316 SS

18-8 SS

LOWER HOUSING
ASSEMBLY

BULLNOSE
316 SS

316 SS with Viton™
Seals

Optional Materials Available
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Part Number Selection
SEAL MATERIAL
INDICATOR
SERIES
5 - Intrusive
6 - Isolation Ball Valve

3 - Visual/Electrical
5 - Electrical
7 - Visual

0 - Viton™ (FKM)
1 - HNBR (HSN)
2 - Viton™ AED
5 - EPDM

53-0000-00
CONNECTION TYPE
0 - 2” NPT Nipple (for 3000# TOL)
1 - 2” NPT Nipple (for 6000# TOL)
2 - 150# RF Flange
3 - 300# RF Flange
4 - 600# RF Flange
5 - 9/1500# RF Flange
6 - 600# RTJ Flange
7 - 9/1500# RTJ Flange
9 - Retrofit

CONNECTION
MATERIAL
0 - 316L
2 - A350 LF2
3 - A105
4 - Duplex Stainless
5 - Inconel Alloy

EXTENSION
0 - None
2 - 2 foot
4 - 4 foot
6 - 6 foot
8 - 8 foot

WALL THICKNESS
00 - up to 0.625”
01 - 0.626” to 1.125”
02 - 1.126” to 1.625”
03 - 1.626” to 2.125”
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Series 53

Visual/Electrical Indication, Manual/Auto Reset
The Series 53 is a combination visual and electrical
indicator with manual and automatic reset.
Offering both visual and electrical indicator capabilities
and manual and automatic reset features, the Series 53
is the most versatile member of Apache’s pigPRO™
Series, a patented line of intrusive pig passage
indicators that reliably detect the precise location of a
cleaning pig as it travels within the pipeline network.
When a cleaning pig passes the system’s intruding
plunger, it activates the plunger and triggers a visual
flag indicator, signaling the pig’s location.

Features & Benefits:
The Series 53 includes a thread mounting nipple, standard lower housing with fluorocarbon O-Rings, hemispherical
plunger with a flag assembly and weather sealed & explosion proof limit switch. The switch employed on this model is
NEMA rated, UL listed and CSA certified to suit most applications.

Options:
Flange Mount models are designed to connect to existing flanged connections and are available in ANSI Class 150, 300,
600 or 900/1500 flanges.

Extension Pole:

Check
out our
videos!

Aluminum extensions can be attached to enable detection of the pigs passage on buried pipelines. All
pressure sealing components remain below the extension module. Available in lengths 2’ to 10’.
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Series 55

Electrical Indication, Auto Reset
The Series 55 is an electrical indicator with automatic
reset.
With its optional manual and automatic reset capabilities,
the Series 55 is a highly sought after member of Apache’s
pigPRO™ Series, a patented line of intrusive pig
passage indicators that reliably detect the precise location
of a cleaning pig as it travels within the pipeline
network. When a cleaning pig passes the system’s
intruding plunger, it activates the plunger and triggers a
visual flag indicator, signaling the pig’s location.

Features & Benefits:
The Series 55 includes a thread mounting nipple, standard lower housing with fluorocarbon O-Rings, hemispherical
plunger and weather sealed & explosion proof limit switch. The switch employed on this model is NEMA rated, UL listed
and CSA certified to suit most applications.

Options:
Flange Mount models are designed to connect to existing flanged connections and are available in ANSI Class 150, 300,
600 or 900/1500 flanges.

Extension Pole:

Check
out our
videos!

Aluminum extensions can be attached to enable detection of the pigs passage on buried pipelines. All
pressure sealing components remain below the extension module. Available in lengths 2’ to 10’.
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Series 57

Visual Indication, Manual Reset
The base model Series 57 is a visual flag indicator
with manual reset.
It is a popular member of Apache’s pigPRO™ Series,
a patented line of intrusive pig passage indicators that
reliably detect the precise location of a cleaning pig as
it travels within the pipeline network. When a cleaning
pig passes the system’s intruding plunger, it activates
the plunger and triggers a visual flag indicator,
signaling the pig’s location.

Features & Benefits:
Our most popular pigPROTM, the base model Series 57 includes a thread mounting nipple, standard lower housing with
fluorocarbon O-Rings, hemispherical plunger with a flag assembly.

Options:
Flange Mount models are designed to connect to existing flanged connections and are available in ANSI Class 150, 300,
600 or 900/1500 flanges.
Check
out our
videos!

Extension Pole:
Aluminum extensions can be attached to enable detection of the pigs passage on buried pipelines. All
pressure sealing components remain below the extension module. Available in lengths 2’ to 10’.
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pigPRO™ Series 67

Visual Indication, Manual Reset
Can Be Serviced on Flowing, Pressurized Pipelines
The Series 67 is a visual flag indicator with manual reset and
comes standard with an isolation ball valve.
The Series 67 adds safety and servicing options to our existing
line intrusive pig passage indicators. Like other available models
in the patented pigPRO™ Series, it reliably detects the precise
location of a cleaning pig as it travels within the pipeline network.
When a pig passes the intruding plunger, it activates the plunger
and triggers a visual flag indicator, signaling the pig’s location.
Incorporating a customized ball valve with an extended lower
housing into the design of our Series 67 pigPRO™ allows for a
safe and simple isolation of the pig passage indicator from
pipeline pressure for inspection, maintenance or repair. Complete
removal and re-installation on any pressurized line is easy using
the Extraction Kit and does not require specialized hot tap
professionals or equipment.
The extraction kit contains a pressure
relief tool and a custom built extraction
cap and jack tube specifically designed
for the Series 67 pigPRO™. Other items
include O-Rings, fasteners, lubricant and
hex key wrenches. All of this is provided
in a protective industrial case.
*Extraction Kit sold separately*

Features & Benefits:
The integral isolation feature of the Series 67 means the cost, time and safety concerns of de-pressurizing and draining
a line are eliminated. Now the pig passage indicator can be isolated,removed, repaired and reinstalled while the pipeline
is flowing and pressurized. Preventative maintenance, inspection or repair are easily accomplished without specialized
equipment or crews.

Extension Pole:
Aluminum extensions can be attached to enable detection of the pigs passage on buried pipelines. All
pressure sealing components, including the isolation ball valve, remain below the extension module. Available
in lengths of 2’ to 10’.

Check
out our
videos!
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pigPRO™ Series 67

Visual Indication, Manual Reset, Flanged Adapted
Can Be Serviced on Flowing, Pressurized Pipelines
The Series 67 is a visual flag indicator with manual reset and
comes standard with a flanged isolation valve.
The Series 67 adds safety and servicing options to our existing
line intrusive pig passage indicators. Like other available models
in the patented pigPRO™ Series, it reliably detects the precise
location of a cleaning pig as it travels within the pipeline network.
When a pig passes the intruding plunger, it activates the plunger
and triggers a visual flag indicator, signaling the pig’s location.
Incorporating a customized flanged isolation valve with an
extended lower housing into the design of our Series 67 pigPRO™
allows for a safe and simple isolation of the pig passage indicator
from pipeline pressure for inspection, maintenance or repair.
Complete removal and re-installation on any pressurized line is
easy using the Extraction Kit and does not require specialized hot
tap professionals or equipment.
The extraction kit contains a pressure
relief tool and a custom built extraction
cap and jack tube specifically designed
for the Series 67 pigPRO™. Other items
include O-Rings, fasteners, lubricant and
hex key wrenches. All of this is provided
in a protective industrial case.

Features & Benefits:

*Extraction Kit sold separately*

The integral isolation feature of the Series 67 means the cost, time and safety concerns of de-pressurizing and draining
a line are eliminated. Now the pig passage indicator can be isolated,removed, repaired and reinstalled while the pipeline
is flowing and pressurized. Preventative maintenance, inspection or repair are easily accomplished without specialized
equipment or crews.
Includes a flanged isolation valve, extended lower housing with fluorocarbon O-Rings, and hemispherical plunger with a
flag assembly.

Extension Pole:
Aluminum extensions can be attached to enable detection of the pigs passage on buried pipelines. All
pressure sealing components, including the isolation ball valve, remain below the extension module. Available
in lengths of 2’ to 10’.

Check
out our
videos!
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pigPRO™ Series 67 Extraction Kit
The Extraction Kit has the unique tools, fastners, and soft goods to allow a technician to remove the Series 67 pigPRO™ and then reinstall
it onto a pressurized pipeline.
The extraction kit contains custom built extraction cap and jack tube
specifically designed for the Series 67 pigPRO™ and a pressure relief
tool. It contains required soft goods ( O-Rings) that are installed in
the lower housing. The kit contains fastners, lubricant and hex key
wrenches as well as spare fastners. It is provided in an industrial case
so that all parts will be available when needed.

Description
3/8” Hex Flat Socket Head Cap Screws
Jack Tube
Extraction Cap
Hex Bar
O-Ring 221 Viton®
3/8” Lock Washers
3/8” Socket Head Cap Screws
1/2” Hex Head Cap Screws
Pressure Relief Tool (PRT)
Lubriplate No. 105 White Lithium Grease
Hex Key Wrench Size 1/8”
Hex Key Wrench Size 7/32”
Hex Key Wrench Size 5/16”

Qty
2
1
1
1
2
6
6
8
1
1
1
1
1

TECHNICIAN’S WRENCHES: To extract the lower housing assembly, the technician will need to turn the 1” hex bar. To
do this a 24” breaker bar wrench with a 1” socket is recommended but several other wrenches will work including a large
ratchet, flat wrench, crescent adjustable wrench etc.
Hex bolts that are included have a 3/4” head so a 3/4” flat wrench or small crescent adjustable wrench is needed. As
these tools are readily available, these are not included in the extraction kit and must be supplied by the technician doing
the work.
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Flange Mount
Flange Mount models are designed to connect
to existing flanged connections.
Available in ANSI Class 150, 300, 600 or
900/1500 flanges.

Extension Pole
Aluminum extensions can be attached to
enable detection of the pig’s passage on buried
pipelines.
All pressure sealing components remain below
the extension module.
Available in lengths 2 to 10’.
Extension poles can be used with any
Apache pigPRO™
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